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OUR MISSION
Yorktown Family Services uniquely combines a children’s mental health
centre and a women’s shelter to strengthen and support children, youth,
individuals and families to make positive change.
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REFLECTING ON THE PAST YEAR, what emerges as a distinct theme to describe
2016/17 is Journey to Change. We see ‘journey’ not as a pathway, nor do we see ‘change’ as
a destination. Rather, we see Journey to Change as an ongoing evolution that occurs as we
respond to our diverse stakeholders while navigating an inconstant environment.
Sector-wide changes continued as the Moving on Mental Health Action Plan advances towards ensuring all children, youth and families in Ontario have easy access to mental health
services in their communities and the supports that meet their needs. Yorktown was represented at numerous committees and working groups of this important work-in-progress.
Last year the United Way Toronto & York Region followed through on its plan to introduce

Paul Huyer
President

“Anchoring Agencies” vs. the traditional “Membership” structure. We are pleased to have
been selected by United Way to be an Anchoring Agency. We thank the United Way Toronto
& York Region for choosing to partner with Yorktown and for their continued investment in
our work and the clients we serve. We look forward to the journey ahead as we continue to
build on our existing partnership with the United Way of Toronto & York Region collaborating
to bring positive change to under-resourced communities.
In 2016/17 we updated and redesigned our Strategic Plan. Over the duration of two
months, an environmental scan was conducted through document review, internal and external interviews and focus groups involving over 75 individuals and 125 different points
of contact. We are excited to unveil the details of the Yorktown Family Services three-year
strategic plan in 2017!
Yorktown voluntarily participates in accreditation through the Canadian Centre for Ac-

Suzette Arruda-Santos
Executive Director

creditation because of our strong commitment to organizational and service excellence.
Though the process can be daunting, it is an initiative that is in keeping with our priorities of
continuous quality improvement and ensuring best practices and standards. It is an investment in our organization’s ongoing sustainability and demonstrates to our board, clients,
communities, and funders that we function within the accepted parameters of organizational health and accountability. To this end, we underwent Accreditation this past year and are
very pleased to report that we have successfully demonstrated meeting 100% of Mandatory
Standards and 92% in Leading Practice!
We share with you the following Conclusion from the Canadian Centre for Accreditation:
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Yorktown Child and Family Centre was notable in the positive and engaging environment cultivated for its clients and staff. The reviewers were impressed with Yorktown as an organization that
puts clients first and that continually works to innovate and improve services through the dedication, creativity and resourcefulness of its management and staff.
It has been a very dynamic year indeed; after careful and rigorous review, Yorktown’s Boards
of Directors have recommended the amalgamation of our two charities, Yorktown Child and
Family Centre and Yorktown Shelter for Women. This change will build on our current achievements, enhance organizational processes, and leverage Yorktown in the Community Service
space.
As we move forward we continually ask how every initiative undertaken keeps Yorktown
relevant, responsive, accessible and present for the clients we serve to ensure that we stay the
course on our Journey to Change.
Sincerely,

Paul Huyer				Suzette Arruda-Santos
President 				Executive Director

2016/17
Yorktown Staff Retreat
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YORKTOWN CHILD AND FAMILY CENTRE
2,951 individuals and
861 families received service

62% of clients

came from countries
other than Canada

2,732 visits to Yorktown’s Youth
Space at the Jane St. Hub

53% of clients spoke a language

65% of clients were

other English in their homes

living in single parent
families

851 youth were contacted

by Yorktown Youth Outreach Workers,

437 of those youth were

100% of clients receiving or participating

referred to community resources

in treatment achieved positive outcomes from

for support

their service at Yorktown

YORKTOWN SHELTER FOR WOMEN
36% of residents remained in the shelter
for more than 7 months waiting for

21% of residents

subsidized housing to become available

remained in the shelter for
fewer than

90 days

Total nights of
accommodation were

9,425

17% of residents remained in the shelter for
more than 1 year waiting for subsidized housing

36 women and 51

children received shelter
and services

to become available

An additional
and

90

225 women

children received

support from WACAV,

57% of residents spoke or

Transitional Housing and

identified themselves as speaking a

Support and

language other than English

Here to Help Programs
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Mindful Fathering® is a 12-week group program designed to reduce harm and
promote mental health by working with fathers who have exposed their children to
domestic violence. Developed by Yorktown Child and Family Centre in Toronto in 2007,
Mindful Fathering grew out of a vision and commitment to increasing safety and
mental health for children and their mothers by engaging and supporting fathers as
part of the solution. It is a proven model of service that providers can be trained to
deliver in diverse communities.

Investing in Fathers is an
Investment in Children and Youth
Mindfulness is a mental
state involving focusing
one’s awareness on the
present moment, while
calmly acknowledging
and accepting one’s
thoughts, feelings, and
bodily sensations.

AT THE HEART OF YORKTOWN’S raison d’être is supporting the psychological and
emotional well-being of children and youth. Nurturing caregivers are critical in the healthy development of children. The goal of Mindful Fathering is to help fathers become the fathers they
want to be and positive role models for their children.
Rodrigo Moreno, who has been facilitating Mindful Fathering for the last 10 years and has 20
years’ experience working with inner city youth in violence prevention projects, describes the
Mindful Fathering approach as “welcoming the participants with open arms.”
“Together, as a group, we unpack the situation that brought each father to Mindful Fathering, and then step back and explore our understandings of masculinity and the role of ‘father’.
When we examine our perceptions, and our behaviour and learn mindfulness, it leads to a
lot of breakthroughs and ‘ah-hah’ moments. This program has an extremely low attrition rate,
which isn’t typical for fathering programs of this nature,” says Rodrigo.
Referrals to Mindful Fathering come from child welfare, probation,
children’s mental health, other community service agencies and participant word-of-mouth. Self-referrals are also becoming more common.
Marc attended Mindful Fathering many years ago. A father of two
daughters, Marc brought his younger daughter, Isabelle, to Yorktown
for counselling when she was 14. Marc and Isabelle were like “oil and
water” and when he noticed a flyer for the Mindful Fathering program
in the Yorktown reception area, he made “the wise decision to check
it out.”
As a child, Marc was sent to boarding school at age 9 and never
lived in a family environment again until he was an adult with a family
of his own. He was always on sports teams starting at a young age. According to Marc, “I knew how to be a member of a team, but somehow,
I felt like my ‘family team’ had a ‘disconnect’. I thought Mindful Fathering might help with that, and it did. The most important thing I learned
was how to listen. I paid better attention and became more perceptive.
I know I have changed. I didn’t know what to expect when I started attending Mindful Fathering but I had no intuition for raising daughters
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and knew I had something to learn. I learned how to contribute to
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have gotten to where I am now without Mindful Fathering. I didn’t know
what I didn’t know and this changed
my perspective on my life. My relationships with my daughters are
much better than before and the

When women and

skills I learned have served me well

children began asking for

with other relationships.”

help for their partners

Eric is a recent graduate of Mindful Fathering. He attended the 12-week program from January to March of 2017. There were
12 fathers in the group and Eric, at age 29 was the youngest. He had been referred by Catholic
Children’s Aid to attend a fathering program when he was seeking full custody of his new born
baby boy, Jason. It wasn’t mandatory for him to enroll in the program, but he was advised that
it would strengthen his chance of having custody. “This was my first time being a parent and I
was prepared to take advantage of any support that was available to me and if it would help
me get custody of my son, who was in foster care, then I considered everything else a bonus. I
wasn’t sure what to expect. I thought we might be learning how to change diapers but it wasn’t

and fathers, Yorktown
responded by creating
Mindful Fathering. Since
2007, Mindful Fathering
has developed and
evolved by listening to the
fathers it serves to benefit
them and their families.

like that at all. One thing that was a surprise but really useful was what we learned about relationships and it has been very helpful with my interactions with the mother of my son.”
In February when his court case came up Eric had already started the Mindful Fathering program and was granted temporary custody of Jason. He has his son from Thursday to Tuesday
and Jason is in foster care the rest of the time. Eric has applied for full custody.
“I really did like the program. It was a great opportunity for fathers to meet other fathers
and learn from each other’s experiences. The exercises in the program were amazing. In the
beginning, when I first had my son, I would get very frustrated when he cried but I learned
‘coping techniques’ which really help.
I am very happy with how things are
going.
What is the main thing for me
and the most important outcome
from participating in the program? If
it wasn’t for Mindful Fathering, if this
didn’t exist, I wouldn’t have gotten
my child back. “I really want to be
a great father and participating in
Mindful Fathering is helping me to do
this.”

A growing problem—with
high rates reported,
investigated and
validated—children
exposed to domestic
violence are at increased
risk for depression,
anxiety, social withdrawal,
impaired affect regulation,
aggression problems,
insecure attachment and
trauma effects (Alaggia
and Donohue, 2017).
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A partner in the what’s up walk-in® network of six community mental health
agencies across Toronto, Yorktown offers immediate strengths-based, solution-focused
counselling services to clients living in any community. The what’s up walk-in clinic is
also a “Gateway to Service,” through which clients can access additional services at
Yorktown and receive referrals to other service partners as needed. The walk-in model
of service reduces barriers to mental health support for children, youth and families
and provides access to counselling with no waitlist, no fee for service, no appointment,
and no OHIP required. Clients come to Yorktown on their own or are referred through
schools, doctors, hospitals, child welfare, Youth Outreach Workers or other community
service agencies.

“Having a service like
what’s up walk-in®
helps to address issues
like anxiety and stress
in children as soon as
possible. This is critical
in preventing the
progression towards
deep-rooted mental
health issues that can
require much more
extensive, as well as
costly, interventions.”
– Jennifer Kirk, Manager
of Clinical Services,
Yorktown Child and
Family Centre

Nelson’s Story
NELSON* WAS NINE YEARS OLD when he moved with his family to Canada from the
Middle East. Nelson had been happy; he loved his school, had good friends, and a very close
relationship with his grandparents. Unfortunately, the political climate in their home country
forced his parents, Abir* and Nicole,* to have to make the decision to move Nelson and his
brother, Bari to Canada. Leaving behind everyone and everything that he knew was an upheaval and traumatic for Nelson.
Nelson started at his new school in September of 2016. While he was content in the company of his family, at school Nelson was sullen and withdrawn, isolating himself from the other
children. By January of 2017 the bottled up frustration, stress, and anxiety erupted. Nelson
began demonstrating his resentment at being in a place where he felt he didn’t belong with explosive outbursts of yelling. Mrs. Kendall,* the Vice Principal at Nelson’s school recalls, “When
Nelson had an outburst, he would holler at the top of his lungs about how he didn’t like being
in Canada, and how unhappy he was. I would guide him to my office and he would continue
screaming and yelling inconsolably, until he was absolutely exhausted. This was happening
several times a week.”
Nelson’s parents recognized that it was much more than Nelson having a difficult time
‘settling in’. They could see that he was desperately unhappy and becoming more distraught.
“My husband and I had been working with Mrs. Kendall and we all agreed that Nelson was in
need of additional support,” says Nicole. In February of 2017, they became connected to Yorktown through the school social worker and Abir went for an initial consultation to be sure that
Yorktown was the best choice for Nelson. “The counsellor that met with Abir initially, drew my
attention to the case and I suggested that Abir bring his family in to consult with Shahla Yaghoubian, one of our Child, Youth, and Family Therapists who had a very similar life experience.
I knew that she would be a very good fit with this family,” says Jennifer Kirk, Manager of Clinical
Services. After the initial session with Abir, it was recognized that the family would require ongoing sessions. When Abir returned with Nicole and Nelson to see Shahla the following week,
they were seamlessly transitioned into ongoing counselling support.
At first, Nelson wouldn’t even make eye contact with Shahla. He didn’t want to meet any
more strangers. Shahla coached Nelson’s parents in techniques and tools that would help
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what’s up walk-in®
draw Nelson out of his shell. After a few sessions Nicole and Abir achieved enough success
employing what they had learned from Shahla that when they brought Nelson back to see
her a second time, though he had a long way to go, he was more responsive to his counsellor.
Shahla describes using a ‘triad’ approach to working with children. This involves close collaboration among the parents, the counsellor and the school. “Mrs. Kendall became an integral
part of supporting Nelson through the challenges he was facing,” says Shahla. “The timing was

clinics provided services
to 1,942 clients for a total
of 4,660 visits across six
locations in Toronto from
April 1, 2016 to March 31,
2017.

critical and her investment in collaborating with Nelson’s parents was essential. I helped sustain the positive change that Nelson was achieving through the counselling sessions with me.
With the triad of care, Nelson was on a positive trajectory.”
When school ended for the summer, Nelson and his parents continued to see Shahla on
a weekly basis. Nicole says, “We never missed a session with Shahla. She taught Nelson how
to calm himself and she also taught us very specific ways to work with Nelson to help him get
through a very difficult and emotional time.” Mrs. Kendall recalls, “I was amazed at the difference in Nelson when he cam back to school after the summer. He communicates much more
readily and appropriately. Nelson now comes across as a happy boy.” Shahla adds, “In the
school system, it isn’t possible for teachers, the Principal or Vice Principal to provide the level of
on-going attention that an individual child going through an emotional challenge can require.
However, the time that Mrs. Kendall invested with us in this collaboration meant that what
Nelson gained at every counselling session was sustained. His parents at home, Mrs. Kendall at
school, and the focused counselling sessions I provided at Yorktown helped Nelson succeed.”
“Previously, I would have to bring Nelson to my office, or he would come to my office on
his own because he was feeling frustrated and this was happening about three times a week.
Since this school year began, I seek him out to see how he is doing and he is doing well. He
comes to visit me now from time to time to share happy stories,” says Mrs. Kendall.
“Having Yorktown to turn to was critical in helping us support Nelson to a better emotional
state. That this service is provided for free, and we were able to see a counsellor right when we
needed to, made all the difference in our son’s well-being. We will soon stop our one-on-one
counselling sessions with Shahla. She has referred us to a group program that Yorktown offers
for families and my husband and I continue to build skills, learn, and grow as parents, we thank
Shahla and Mrs. Kendall for their commitment to working with us and Nelson,” says Nicole.
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Yorktown Shelter for Women (YSW) provides a safe haven for women and their
children fleeing abusive relationships. Staffed 24 hours a day by a multilingual and
multicultural team, YSW is committed to the safety, well-being and empowerment of
women who have suffered abuse and to the healthy development of their children.
Beyond a safe and secure refuge, YSW provides support to women and children
transitioning into or out of the Shelter as well as outreach to women in the community.

Angela and Justin
THERE IT WAS: The sound that Angela* was on constant alert for, anticipating it with dread;
the sound of a key in the front door followed by the dull click of the lock signalling the arrival of
“Yorktown Shelter for
Women provides safety
first, then the means by
which to make a plan,
then the opportunity to
move on. It provides hope
and the conviction that I
won’t need to go back to
living in constant fear.”
— Angela, Client,
Yorktown Shelter for
Women

her husband, Dean.* Dean travelled irregular hours for his job and Angela never knew when
he would arrive home. She had endured emotional and verbal abuse from Dean for four of
their five years of marriage. Angela lived in a state of heightened anxiety, anticipating that at
any time Dean might trigger an altercation.
It was Dean’s habit to instigate a random quarrel while Angela was getting ready for work.
On this particular morning, Dean was insisting that Justin,* Angela’s 18 year old son who lived
with them, should be accountable to him for his whereabouts at all times. Angela had learned
to deal with this morning ritual by not responding. She would quietly finish getting ready for
work and slip out. This time, Dean stood in the doorway blocking her exit. “When I tried to
move past him, he grabbed me by my arms. He wouldn’t let go so I bit him. He released me
and called the police,” Angela recounts. She was charged with assault and taken into custody.
“It was a horrible, demoralizing experience. I felt angry, frustrated, frightened and humiliated,”
says Angela.
Angela wasn’t held at the police station for long. She was allowed to go home and pick up a
few things. She and Justin went to stay with Angela’s friend but this could only be a temporary
arrangement. Angela discovered that her friend had an acquaintance who worked at the Yorktown Shelter for Women (YSW) and she moved to the Shelter with Justin the day after making
the call to YSW. Angela shares her story:
“The idea of going to a shelter was scary. I didn’t know what to expect. But my biggest worry
was about Justin. He was almost 19. He was in school and didn’t have a place to go. I was relieved beyond what you can imagine when I was told that Justin could come with me to the
Yorktown Shelter for Women. The staff at the Shelter are really great. I like Jeryl, my worker.
When she isn’t there, there are others I can speak with. Every Wednesday there are workshops
and information sessions that connect us to resources that I would never have found out
about on my own. We had a speaker on legal processes that was very helpful for those trying
to get custody of their children. There were workshops on the transitional phase of moving out
of the Shelter; how to manage finances; debt counselling; and how to apply for a student loan.
There was also a session on where to go to get furniture and tips to help you when you are on
your own. It makes me feel less panicked about starting from scratch.
There is a Male Child-advocate Worker, Harry, who checks in on Justin. Harry provided Justin a connection to a part time job and he takes Justin and Kevin, another youth at the Shelter,
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ing that way. I thought he would be angrier but his
attitude has been very positive. He has been my
rock. At times, I get anxious about the future and
Justin will remind me “this is just temporary and everything is going to be ok.” There is a whole world
of help out there and our Shelter connects us to it.
This phase of our journey will end and everything
will be much better.
As far as safety is concerned, I don’t feel like I’m
‘on pins and needles’ and always anxious like I used
to, and that’s a big relief. When I contrast where I
am now with the state of anxiety I lived in before,
I have a peace of mind. I have different concerns
now, it is true, but Yorktown Shelter for Women
makes me feel like these are things I can do something about; they are manageable.
Yorktown Shelter for Women provides safety first, then the means by which to make a plan,
then the opportunity to move on. It provides hope and the conviction that I won’t need to go
back to living in constant fear. To me, this is what Yorktown Shelter for Women stands for.”

National statistics**
• On any given night in Canada, 3,491 women and their 2,724 children sleep in shelters
because it isn’t safe at home.
• Half of all women in Canada have experienced at least one incident of physical or
sexual violence since the age of 16.
• 67% of Canadians say they have personally known at least one woman who has
experienced physical or sexual abuse.
• Approximately every six days, a woman in Canada is killed by her intimate partner.
Out of the 83 police-reported intimate partner homicides in 2014, 67 of the victims —
over 80% were women.
• On any given night, about 300 women and children are turned away because shelters
are already full.
**Compiled by the Canadian Women’s Foundation
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The Yorktown Community wishes to thank our 2016 Honorees
Megan and Brian Porter for their generosity and support.

Porter Tribute Dinner

FOR THE PAST 16 YEARS the Yorktown Family Services Humanitarian Award for Community Service has been presented annually to individuals and
couples who have shown outstanding leadership in
philanthropy. Now in its 17th year, the event brought
together many of Ontario’s political, corporate and
community leaders committed to making positive
change in communities across Canada.
On May 4th 2016, the Yorktown Family Services
Humanitarian Award for Community Service was
presented to Megan and Brian Porter in recognition
of their many years of dedication to making a difference in the lives of others. The Porters, as individuals
and as a couple, have made and continued to make,
important contributions in support of Canadian communities. The Porters invest significant hours of volunteer time and funds in support of mental health,
health care, research, education and the arts. Together they have helped numerous not-for-profit
organizations advance initiatives to benefit Canadian
communities.
As honorees, the Porters have helped elevate
awareness of Yorktown’s two charities, enabling
them to continue to offer innovative, evidence-based
programs to children, youth, women and families in
one of Ontario’s most under-resourced communities.
Megan Porter, fascinated by the use of art to open
the lines of communication with children and youth
in therapy, arranged for original works of art by Yorktown clients to be featured as the cover of the menus
at the event, along with the children’s bios.
With thanks to Tribute Dinner Co-chairs, Salah
Bachir, and Valerie and Andy Pringle, and our sponsors, this important fundraising event raised an un-
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Paul Huyer: Leading by Example
IN 2011, PAUL HUYER retired from his role as Senior Vice President and Ombudsman from TD Bank Group. Not being ‘the type to take it easy’, Paul put a plan in place to
effectively transition into retirement. This includes immersing himself as a volunteer in the
causes he is passionate about. One of these causes is children’s mental health. Paul did his
research which led him to Yorktown Family Services and in February of 2012 he became a
Board Member.
Paul immediately joined the Finance Committee where he felt he could best contribute
his skills, experience, and expertise while learning more about Yorktown’s two charities and
the children and youth mental health and violence against women sectors. “I learned a lot
from my Board colleagues who are extremely knowledgeable, helpful, and committed to
the organizations,” says Paul. He also attends the Annual Board Sponsored Yorktown Employee Holiday Lunch every year, “It was a great opportunity to hear from staff about the wonderful work they do. I was very impressed with the calibre of expertise of both the Children’s
Mental Health Centre and the Shelter for Women staff.”
Paul Huyer is the 2016/17

Paul connected an extremely dedicated team of volunteers, organized by his wife Judy,

recipient of the Dan

to help transition clients from the Shelter to their new homes. He also connected numerous

Goldberg Memorial

supporters to Yorktown events, as well as major donors to programs that aligned with their

Award which is presented

interests. According to Paul, “When you believe in an organization and the work they do, it’s

to a Board Member who

easy to talk about it; people become interested and want to help.”

has provided outstanding

In 2015, Paul accepted the nomination by fellow Board Members to take on the role of Pres-

voluntary community

ident, “I had not been considering the role at the time but I was honoured to be nominated.”

service to Yorktown

Paul was voted in by the Board and accepted the role of President in October, 2015. Paul then

Family Services.

also joined the Development Committee. “Paul is a genuine contributor – he walks the walk
when it comes to driving success at Yorktown, and he does so consistently in all aspects of his
involvement at Yorktown,” says fellow Board Member and Development Committee Member,
Lachlan MacQuarrie.
Paul, on his past two years as President reflects, “It was great working with Suzette. I learned
a tremendous amount from her. I wanted to learn more about programs and she arranged for
Program Managers and Staff to present at the Board Meetings. We all found it very informative,
inspiring, and reaffirming to hear about the work with women, children, youth and families.
We enjoyed learning about Child Advocacy at the Shelter, Youth Outreach Workers in the community, and the complexity of cases seen by Child, Youth, and Family Therapists at the walk-in.”
Paul was President of the Yorktown Board of Directors from Oct. 2015 until Oct. 2017. During this time he supported Yorktown through the System Transformation of the Children and
Youth Mental Health Sector, Accreditation, development of the 2017—2020 Yorktown Strategic
Plan, and United Way Anchor Agency application. He also implemented the Corporate Struc-
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Paul looks forward to the mentorship role of Past President, “I know Scarlett is very accomplished and beyond capable of taking on the role of President of Yorktown’s Boards of Directors and I look forward to supporting her in any way that she requires.”

What Paul’s colleagues have to say….
Paul has been a valuable cornerstone
of the Board, and for me as Chair of the

Paul is well deserving of this award for his

Finance Committee. He is able to draw

many years of service and his leadership

on his experience as an accountant, former TD

and strategic planning. He has been very

Banker, a member of United Way of Toronto & York

active during his time on the board in participating

Region’s Major Individual Giving Cabinet, and a

in mental health seminars and discussions. He

clear understanding of how to help and advance the

has helped pilot programs and been invaluable in

Agencies. I was fortunate to have had a number of

spreading the word about Yorktown to new donor

Finance Committee meetings where we explored and

segments through his extensive network.”

developed a view of liquidity that helped steer where
the agencies were going from a financial point of
view. To coin a financial phrase, he is a true ‘asset.’”

—Scarlett Swain, Yorktown Board of Directors
and Development Committee Member;
Incoming President of Yorktown Board of
Directors

—Larry Biricz, Yorktown Board of Directors and
Finance Committee Chair; Incoming Vice President
of Yorktown Board of Directors

Paul is truly deserving of this award. He
has brought his business acumen to the
I always felt Paul approached his board

Development Committee as well as to the

position at Yorktown in the same way he

Board. He is to be commended for his commitment

would likely have approached his full time job,

to the Agency and his desire to better the lives of

with serious effort, focus and a genuine desire to see

others. He is a true professional volunteer and

a stronger organization.”

Yorktown is so fortunate to have this commitment

—Lachlan MacQuarrie, Yorktown Board of

and his knowledge and expertise.”

Directors, Development Committee Member and

—Dori Mould, Yorktown Board of Directors and

Chair of the Corporate Structure Committee

Development Committee Member
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The Yorktown Community
Niles and Julia: Leaving a Legacy
WHEN JULIA AND NILES met eight
years ago they both immediately knew they
had found their soul mate. They thought
they would be together well into their twilight years. However, that was not to be as
five years later, Julia was diagnosed with terminal cancer. “Julia was beautiful inside and
out. She was incredibly wonderful in so many
ways. I carry with me immense gratitude and
wonderful memories of laughter, love, and
warmth because of my time with her,” Niles

“I know Julia would be
pleased to share the story
of her gift to increase
awareness of the critical
support provided by
Yorktown Shelter for
Women and to get others
thinking about making a
bequest in their wills to
the charities that they are
passionate about.”
—Niles Patel, Family, Child
and Youth Therapist,
Yorktown Child and
Family Centre

says. Julia passed away on New Year’s Day
2017. Julia was very passionate about women’s issues and it was her wish that a meaningful donation from her estate be made to
Yorktown Shelter for Women. Niles was honoured to carry out his partner’s last wish, “I
know that she is very proud to have made
this gift to the Yorktown Shelter for Women.
For me, I feel that all the good work that they
do is now a part of her legacy.”

Abokar Mohamed: Celebrating 10 Years as
a Youth Outreach Worker
YOUTH OUTREACH WORKERS (YOWS) celebrated the 10 year anniversary of the
Youth Outreach Worker Program with a Conference and a Gala, the theme of which was
“YOW’ing since 2006!” The Conference was planned and chaired by Yorktown’s own
Robyn Howlett, Team Lead – Provincial Youth Outreach Worker Program, Toronto West.
Funded by the Ministry of Children and Youth Services the YOW Program has been
considered a tremendous success in engaging at-risk youth and connecting them to
resources and services. The YOW program has expanded from 35 YOWs in the GTA in
2006 to 110 YOWs across Ontario as of 2016.
One of the first YOWs was Abokar Mohamed, who was hired by Yorktown in 2006.
Abokar was recognized at the gala along with other YOWs from across the province and
presented with the “10 Years of Service Award.” According to Robyn Howlett, “Abokar is
a true example of commitment to Yorktown, to the community and most importantly,
to the youth and families we support in the YOW program. I am so proud of him and so
incredibly appreciative and thankful for his ongoing dedication.”
“I am humbled and honoured at the same time to receive this incredible award. I
truly believe that empowering today’s youth makes for a better tomorrow and I feel
that as a YOW, my role is to enable youth to become empowered.”—Abokar Mohamed,
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Yorktown Youth Outreach Worker
Congratulations, Abokar!
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FUNDED BY THE MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY AND SOCIAL SERVICES, Here
to Help is a Child Witness group intervention for children ages 4 to 18 and their mothers who
have experienced family violence. The objective is to support the healing needs of child witnesses of domestic violence and break the cycle of violence. The Here to Help program is currently run in the Greater Toronto Area by Yorktown Shelter for Women and four other agencies.
In September 2016, the Here to Help Forum was held to bring together Here to Help agencies and staff to mark the program’s 15th Anniversary and to create opportunities for staff to
focus on best practices to further inform their work.
It is estimated that about half a million
children are exposed to domestic violence
every year in Canada (Dauvergne, & Johnson, 2001).
Through the Here to Help program,
child witnesses are supported to tell their
stories and to understand their rights, build
self-esteem, develop a safety plan and learn
violence prevention strategies. Mothers are
supported in their parenting skills, as they
assist their children to heal from the effects
of witnessing violence.

Victoria Borgo: A Budding Philanthropist

Since its launch 15 years
ago, 3,680 women and
6,923 Children have
benefited from the Here
to Help program.
Children are often the
reason that women stay
in abusive relationships,
but are often the most
powerful motivator to
leave (Hilton, 1992).

EIGHT-YEAR-OLD VICTORIA BORGO happened to see a video of a young woman
somewhere in Canada who purchased essential items, packaged them in zip lock bags, and
provided them to people living on the streets. Victoria was inspired. “Dad, I want to do that,”

“I was inspired by

she said. From that point forward Victoria began thinking about which charity to support. She

someone else and I hope

recalled that at the dance studio where she takes classes, Innovative Rhythm Dance Studio,

that my actions will get

owner Shauna Morris regularly held fundraisers for the dance class members to participate in.

other kids thinking about

The proceeds of the fundraisers are provided to Yorktown Shelter for Women. Victoria thought

what they can do to help

supporting women and children who had to leave their homes because of violence and abuse

their community.”

was an excellent cause and decided to make her

—Victoria Borgo,

donation to Yorktown Shelter for Women. With the

Budding Philanthropist

help of her father, Robert, Victoria purchased items
such as toiletries, water bottles, a blanket, and so
much more. Together, Victoria and Robert loaded
the items into a brand new, great big duffle bag and
took them to Yorktown. Victoria asked lots of questions about Yorktown and the clients that are served
by the Shelter and the Children’s Mental Health Centre, and the challenges and barriers to success they
face. Having learned of the programs Yorktown provides for at-risk youth, Victoria returned two months
later with another duffle bag full of items to donate!
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Lieutenant Governor Dowdeswell Visits Yorktown
Shelter for Women
IN SEPTEMBER 2016, Lieutenant Governor Elizabeth Dowdeswell visited Yorktown Shelter for Women (YSW). Her Honour toured the Shelter and learned about the clients that YSW
serves and the barriers they face, such as poverty, when making the decision to leave a violent
and abusive partner.
“During my visit to Yorktown Shelter for Women, I saw firsthand the power of compassion to help
people overcome hardship. Yorktown’s staff, volunteers, and supporters are dedicated to ensuring
that women and their families are able to reclaim their lives in safe surroundings. They have my
gratitude for their efforts to build a community that is more just and resilient,” said Her Honour.
In recognition of Canada’s 150 year anniversary, Her Honour compiled
a book of 150 meaningful stories from Canadians of all walks of life, and included the following experience of Shelter clients Zarene* and Davi:*
My son Davi and I left Yemen to join my husband in Canada in 2015. I wondered what life would be like in this new country… My husband had always been
violent towards me; I didn’t expect this to be any different in Canada, and it
wasn’t. However, what was different was that the violence wasn’t accepted here,
like it was at home. A neighbour called the police and Davi and I went to live at
Yorktown Shelter for Women. I had never heard of a shelter for women, where I
came from. At the Shelter, the Male Child-Advocate Worker, who is a social worker
and counsellor, helped Davi to understand that a boy doesn’t need to be aggressive or overpower others to be a man. Davi and I moved out of the Shelter eight
months later and began our new lives. I learned that Canada really cares about
women.

*Names have been changed to protect our client’s privacy.

Minister Michael Coteau Visits Toronto West
MINISTER MICHAEL COTEAU, formerly a School Board Trustee, has been in his role
as Minister of Children and Youth Services since 2016. He is the MPP in Don Valley East but
when he was invited by Tim Tokunboh, Yorktown Youth Outreach Worker (YOW) to visit the
neighbourhoods in Toronto’s west end, he did just that. Minister Coteau was interested in seeing what opportunities are available to youth in the west end of Toronto and to meet some of
the youth and get to know them. As a YOW, Tim recognizes how important it is to know your
community. “Youth don’t trust you if they don’t know you; and if they don’t know you, you can’t
work with them and help support them,” says Tim. Having grown up in Rexdale, Tim took the
Minister to visit the Rexdale Boys and Girls Club at the Rexdale Community Hub where he often
goes to meet with youth, work with them, play basketball or a board game, and be an adult ally
for them. According to Minister Coteau, “Yorktown needs to keep doing what they are doing.
The Youth Outreach Worker program is an excellent program. YOWs work hard to engage youth
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and connect them to the resources they need to live up to their potentials. Without YOWs these
critical connections wouldn’t happen.”
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IN 2016, Yorktown launched our Youth
Mentorship Program, funded by the Ministry of Children and Youth Services as a three
year initiative. In 2017, the program was made
permanent. This past year, Yorktown has connected 24 Mentors with 24 youth Mentees and
we are happy to share some success stories:
Jason,* age 17: Jason was referred to the
Youth Mentorship Program by his counsellor
at Yorktown’s what’s up walk-in.® Jason was disengaged in school, had conflict with the law,
and a distressed relationship with his parents.
Jason was matched with an exceptional mentor, Reg,* who had similar lived experiences,
and had successfully overcome the challenges
he faced. With Reg’s support, Jason recently secured a part-time job opportunity and successfully completed a high school summer course
credit. Reg, a former York University student,
helped Jason get a glimpse into the university environment and together they explored
programs of interest to Jason. Jason has been
inspired by Reg, his mentor of two and a half
months. Jason believes that he has become a
“better version of himself” thanks to Reg and
the Youth Mentorship Program.
Marisa,* age 13: A parent, Jennifer,* inquired
about the Youth Mentorship Program for her daughter, Marisa,
who needed academic support
and was having difficulty applying herself to her studies. Jennifer
also wanted Marisa to become
more involved in the community. Jennifer felt that connecting
Marisa to a mentor would help
her with the transition into high
school. Marisa was matched with
a university mentor, Carole,* who
had encountered similar challenges as a youth and was able to
overcome them.

This drawing is the
collaboration between
Marisa and Carole,
created a month after
they were matched and
reflects their vision of the
stages of development
that they would like
to see as their match
continues to develop into
a long lasting supportive
relationship.
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Scarlett Swain: Looking Forward to
2017/18 as President of Yorktown’s
Board of Directors
I AM SO HONOURED to accept the role of President of the Board of Yorktown Family
Services. It is a privilege to serve on the board and be part of this truly amazing organization! I’d
like to thank my predecessor, Paul Huyer for his tremendous contributions over the past two
years. He has successfully and gracefully navigated us through a significant amount of change;
especially the continued work in System Transformation and the extensive efforts required for
amalgamation as we prepare to merge our two agencies. Paul and his family have made numerous contributions of their time, resources and connections. Paul accomplished what he set
out to do and led by an impressive example. Paul, we look forward to your continued service
and guidance on the board!
Despite a significant amount of change, the last few years have still allowed us time and
space to creatively and strategically develop and expand programs. We are enhancing our
services by adding TeleLink to provide access to psychiatric consultation. Without this addition, many clients would face long wait times and for some, this important service would be
completely out of reach. As well, we are responding to the substance abuse crisis with accessible youth-focused education, awareness and prevention programs offered in the Yorktown
community. Yoktown has also opened our what’s up walk-in® to youth 18+ to respond to the
unique needs of emerging adults.
We will continue to work alongside the lead agency and colleagues to advance the Moving
on Mental Health Action Plan to achieve System Transformation and are looking forward to
strengthening our existing relationship with United Way of Toronto & York Region as an Anchor Agency.
In the coming year we will be unveiling Yorktown’s 2017 – 2020 Strategic Plan including
strategic priorities, and our new mission, vision, and value statements.
As we move into this next year we will have a new set of challenges and opportunities to
face as the sector continues to change and evolve. We are already experiencing the impacts of
changes in major funder requirements.
Aligning with Yorktown’s strategic plan, my goal for the next two years will be to continue
to focus on Fundraising and Development with the specific objective of providing greater automation in our infrastructure. Yorktown has hit the tipping point where investment is required
to effectively be able to offer our top notch level of service and continue to develop and evolve
much needed programming. In short, to be able to grow with the community that needs us
– we need to invest in ourselves. With Suzette Arruda-Santos, her leadership team, staff, volunteers and the board all working towards this goal, I’m confident we can achieve anything we
set our minds to.
I would like to thank my Yorktown Board of Directors colleagues for this opportunity. I’m
looking forward to this new phase of service to my beloved Yorktown.
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Financial Statement Summary
YORKTOWN CHILD AND FAMILY CENTRE

2017

2016

Government Funding		$2,054,349

$1,945,663

		

Other Grants		

REVENUE

750,001

736,829

Capital Grants Recognized		

6,050

6,050

Cost Recoveries		

163,500

163,500

58,241

71,722

Fundraising		

Foundation Donations, Specified Programs

300,168

308,938

Investment Income		

1,072

1,750

Total Revenue		
3,333,381

3,234,452

				
				
Personnel		 2,518,436

EXPENSES

Program and Operations		

2,265,107

334,426

490,890

Development		

182,887

219,919

Occupancy Costs		

Administration, Communications and
296,617

275,881

Total Expenses		3,332,366

3,221,797

$1,015

$12,655

EXCESS OF REVENUE OVER EXPENSES FOR THE YEAR 		

				
				

YORKTOWN SHELTER FOR WOMEN

2017

2016

Government Funding		$1,754,632

$1,974,729

		

REVENUE

Other Grants		

223,650

201,132

Fundraising		

100,396

73,654

Investment Income		

1,004

1,639

Total Revenue		
2,079,682

2,251,154

				
				
Personnel		 1,490,038

EXPENSES

Program and Operations		

1,563,138

232,975

347,706

Development		

205,670

187,917

Occupancy Costs		

Administration, Communications and
143,021

142,581

Total Expenses		
2,071,704

2,241,342

$7,978

$9,812

EXCESS OF REVENUE OVER EXPENSES FOR THE YEAR 		
See Audited Financial Statements dated June 28, 2017

(Available upon request)
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Yorktown Family Services is very grateful for the significant contributions provided by
government, businesses, corporations, foundations, community organizations, individuals,
families, and staff. On behalf of the children, youth, women and families we serve, we thank
all of these generous individuals and organizations for their support during the period from
April 1, 2016 and March 31, 2017.

Thank You!
Organization and Community Partners, Funders and Supporters
A A. K. Prakash & Associates Inc. A Access Alliance – Jane/Woolner A Action for Neighbourhood

Change – Weston Mount Dennis A AGF Investments Inc. A Alakozay Tea A Aviva Canada Inc. A The
Barbra Schlifer Commemorative Clinic A Barclays Canada A Bank of Montreal A Basketeers A Bell
A Benevity Community Impact Fund A Bennett Family Foundation A BGC Corporate Toronto
A Blaney McMurtry LLP A Blue Sea Philanthropy A Bristol Gate Capital Partners INC. A Canadian

Association for Aids Research (CANFAR) A Canadian Tire Company A Canadian Union of Public
Employees A Canadian Women’s Foundation A Catholic Children’s Aid Society A CAW Social Justice
Fund A Celestica and Celestica Employees A Central United Church A Children’s Aid Society of
Toronto A CHUM Charitable Foundation A Cineplex Entertaintment LP A City of Toronto Community
Crisis Response Program A City of Toronto Employment and Social Services A City View Alternative
Sr. School A Costi A CrossLinx Transit Solutions Construction A CUPE Local 3878 A Davenport-Perth
Neighbourhood and Community Health Centre A Dufferin-St. Clair Library A ECHO Foundation
A eMbody Fitness A The Etobicoke Children’s Centre A Eureka District Grand Lodge #8 A Fairmont

Hotels and Resorts A For Youth Initiative A Friends in High Places A Frontier College A Furniture Bank
A George Brown College A Government of Ontario A Griffin Centre A The Hospital for Sick Children
A Housing Connections A Humbercrest United Church Women A Innovative Rhythm Dance Studios
A Irving Consumer Products Inc. A Islington Golf Course A J. P. Bickell Foundation A Jane St Hub
A KPMG Management Services LLP A Kramer Sculptures A Labatt Brewers of Canada A Legal Aid

Ontario A Local 673 A LIUNA Local 183 A Macaulay Child Development Centre A Mental Health
Council for Scarborough A Metrolinx A Ministry of Children and Youth Services A Ministry of
Community and Social Services A Mothercraft College A Norman Black Foundation A North
Runnymede United Church A North York Women’s Shelter A Nova Scotia Company A OMERS

This list includes donations
received between April 1,
2016 and March 31, 2017.
We also thank those donors
who request to remain
anonymous and any donors
we may have inadvertently
missed when we prepared
this list. Please contact us
at 416-394-2424
ext. 251 or info@
yorktownfamilyservices.com
for any corrections,
additions, and inquiries.

A Ontario Realtors Care Foundation A Ontario Works A Oxford Properties Group Inc. A Panattoni

Property Management ULC A Par-Med Property Services Inc. A The Printing House Ltd. A Priority
School Initiative (PSI) A Program Without Walls (PWW) A Public Health Agency of Canada A RBC
Foundation A Realtors Care A Recap Investments Inc. A Rexdale Community Health Centre A Rogers
Communications Inc. A Scotiabank A Shelter Women’s New Home Initiative A Shields O’Donnell
MacKillop A Skylark Children, Youth & Families A Somali Youth Outreach Association of Toronto
A St. Alban’s Boys and Girls Club A St. Joseph’s Health Centre A Stikeman Elliott A TD Securities

Underwriting Hope Fund A TD Bank A Toronto Catholic District School Board A Toronto Civic
Employees’ Union Local 416 A Toronto Community Housing Corporation A Toronto District School
Board A Toronto General & Western Hospital Foundation A Toronto International Film Foundation
A Toronto Public Health A Toronto Public Library A Torquest Partners Inc. A UNIFOR International

Department A University Health Network A University of Toronto Student Council A U-Haul A Ujima
House A Unison Health and Community Services A United Way of Peel Region A United Way Toronto
& York Region A Universal Workers Union Local 183 A Wallace-Emerson Community Centre
A West End Services for Abuse and Trauma A West Neighbourhood House A Weston Mt Dennis

Community Place Hub A Winners Merchants International A Women’s Habitat of Etobicoke A WSIB
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A Yorktown Employees A YMCA Rexdale Youth Resource Centre – Albion Mall A YOUTHLINK
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A Jeff Abrams A Elizabeth Ackman A Dr. Ciro Adamo A Brenda Adams A Millicent Adu-Gyamei A Zanana Akande A Shirley Alexieff A June E. Allison
A Alison and Gregory Andreson A Gita Anand A Dale Andrews A Anito Anton A Joe Santos and Suzette Arruda-Santos A Naszrin Arghoshi A Cicely
Arthur A Harry Au A Debbie Backstein A Sal Badali A William Baldwin A Cathy Bain A Deborah Barret A Isabel Basset A Edna Becker A Dany
Beauchemin A Rosie Bell A Tammy Berg A Kelly Bernard A Larry Biricz A Angela Bjornson A Russ Blacklock A Karen Blake A Victoria Borgo
A Cidalia Botelho A hope boulay A Joshua Bower A Gordon Brace A Helen Breslauer A Chad S. Brinchesky A Heather Broll A Diane Brooks
A Robert D. Brown A Sheila and Anthony Brown A Lisa Brubacher A Grant Buchanan A Lori Burgess A Sari Burkes A Libby Burnham A Urania
Carrillo A Laurie Carruthers A Karen Chalmer A Andy Cheung A Tracey Chiasson A David Cho A Sylvia Chrominska A Ivalie Clarke A Bernard Clerin
A Sue Clunie A Paula Comfort A James Cook A M. Cotterchio A David Cottingham A Diane Coulthard A Philip Cowperthwaite A Leeanne Crawford
A Graziella Creta A Judith Cutmore A Alan Dail A Taleen Dakran A Patricia Daley A Lauren Dalton A David Daniels A Sreeparna Das A Dawn Davis
A Pari Davis A Amy Delrosso A Leo and Sandra Delzotto A Gabbey Dessye A Biagio Di Carlo A Agnes Di Leonardi A Bill Dines A Maria Jesus
Docando A Caralyne Donnet A Maryam Dorafshar A Stefanie Dorman A Reinhard Dotzlaw A Wayne Dowers A Margaret Duarte A Louanne
Ducharme A John Duda A Susan Dundas A Kelly Dutton A Maria Dyck A Wendy Eisen A Jessica Ellis A Karen Engel A Deborah Eyton A Liz Falconer
A Nick Felicio A Belkis Fernandez A Kelly Ferris A Patrick Finnegan A Edward Flis A Michelle Fraser A Kim and Kevin Garston A Anne Georgas
A Pranab Ghimire A Keith Gilbert A Diana Gileno A Jordanna Glassman A Robert Goldberg A Barbara Goldring A Angelika Gollnow A May
Gonzales A Elsa Gordon A Jerry S Grafstein A Brian Gray A Stephen W. Green A Julia Greenbaum A Charles and Bertha Gregory A Grace Grieco
A Risa Grossman A Heather Hartt A John C. Harvey and Catherine Fournier A David and Stephanie Hawkey A Kim Hennick A Nadia Heyd A Denise
Highgate A Nancy Herman-Hills A Jonathan E. Hines A Charton Hobbs A Joel Hock A Andrea Holmes A Zenobia Homavazir A Robert and Sandi
Horwitz A Robyn Howlett A Elizabeth Ann and Marlatt Howson A Susan Hunter A Craig Hurl A Paul and Judy Huyer A Taryn Huyer A Dirk Huyer
A Luis Imamura A Melony Jamieson A Donald Jarvis A Valerie L. Jepson A Ruth Job A Brian Johnston A Colleen Johnston A Kideri Jonalta A Juhaina
Kabir A Cori Kalinowski A Samuel Kane A Sunny Kang A Ronit Kasimov A Stephen Kerr A James Kinnear A Kristen Kirst A Margaret Kittel Canale
A David Kitai A Judith Klarman A Murray Kline A Louise Kolanko A Boris Kramer A Eric Lau A Diana Lee A Young-Ha Lee A James Leech A Diana
Leguizamo A Lucy Lehman A Lucie Lemire A Michael Levy A Kina Lindros A Anna Liscio A Frank Lo A Diane Locke A Ana Lopes and Don Tapscott
A Crystal Lovegrove A Jane Macfarlane A Andrew Mackenzie A Catherine MacInnis A Estate of W. D. G. Maclean A Michael MacMillan A Lachlan J.
MacQuarrie A Shamshad Madhok A Sacha Mamontow A Shehenaz Manji A George C. Marinakis A Daniele Marisa A Myfanwy Marshall A Grace
Marson A Charlene Mathias A Tracy Martin A Kathryn McCain A Linda McCain A Margaret McCain A Michael McCain A John McCartney A Carolyn
McDonagh A Sean McGuckin A Celestina Medina A Michael Meighen A Chris Melidoniotis A Roslyn Mendelson A Harmy Mendoza A Nicholas
Metivier A Benjamin Meztzler A Alexander Michna A Melony Jamieson A Sonia Millar A Laura Mirabella-Siddall and Robert Siddall A Sam Mizrahi
A Peter Mohan and Diane DiMonte-Mohan A Dominic and Susan Montemurro A Tavviene Morgan A Rudy Morrone and Rosa Panettieri
Morrone A Rosalind Morrow A Judy Morson A Dori and Steven Mould A John Mould A John and Nancy Mulvihill A Sheila Murphy A Lilian Nattel
A Queenie Nayman A Sharon Neiss A Farokh Noria A Scott O’Born A Susan O’Brien A Earle and Janice O’Born A Jane O’Donnell A Julie O’Donnell
A Kathleen O’Hara A Alexandra Ohliger A Gerry Olsthoorn A Giles Ouellette A Laura Pacheco A Ralf M. Paiva A Emily Pang A Moens Pedersen
A Maria Pellegrino A Pascal Parriet A Andrea Petch A Brian and Megan Porter A James Porter A Kerry Porter A Andrew and Valerie Pringle A Jean
Probyn A Samantha Rajchel A Pasqualina Rei A Pat and William Reinhardt A Mary Rella A Tom Reynold A Maureen Ringlein A Barbara Ritchie
A Keith Robertson A Andrea Rovet A Linda Ruickbie A Cheryl Salvas A Jasmine Samra A Silvia Samsa A Patrick Samson Doel A Michael Santilli
A Enayet Sarder A Tammy Scanlan A Suzan Schneeweiss A Carol E. Selby A Heidi Serio A Jennifer Sicilia A Tracy Simpson A Philip Shea A Richard
Shekter A Shukri Shiddo A Judith Shiley A Joseph Silva A Marita Simbul-Lezon A Stephen Sirisko A Keith and Dorothy Sjogren A Evelyn Skeete
A Ryan John Skene A Howard Slawner A Judy Smiley A Janice Smith A Sarah Smith A Philip Smith A Jeanny So A Jeissy So A Andrea Starkman
A Michael Stein A Tom Stevens A Scarlett Swain A Maria Taverna A Morena Tejada A Niresh Tharmaradinam A atsy Thomas A Tashawna Thomas
A Sara Thompson A Tanya Thornhill A Lisa Tomlinson A Beryl Tsang A Nicole Tung-Larade A Sharon Turner A Sharlene Tygesen A Hailey
Unterman A Joanne Valeo A Fatima Valentim A Peeranut Visetsuth A Jon Venutti A Sharon Vogel A Sharon Vyse A Candice Walker A Katina Watson
A Birgit Weiner A Joel Weintraub A Rebecca Weintraub A Michael and Margaret Wilson A John Welsman A Richard Wernham A Gary White
A Shannon Wiggan A Matthew Willis A Cindy Wilson A Danuta Winska A Dan Wright A Anita Yu A Lisa D. Yurkiw A Angela Zaltsman A Iiona
Zaremba A Leisha Zamecnik A Rosemary Zigrossi A Sharon Zier-Vogel A Tania Zupanic
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BOARDS OF DIRECTORS 2016 – 2017
Yorktown Child and Family Centre

Yorktown Shelter for Women

Paul Huyer, President

Paul Huyer, President

Scarlett Swain, Vice President

Scarlett Swain, Vice President

Lawrence (Larry) Biricz, Treasurer

Lawrence (Larry) Biricz, Treasurer

Diane Brooks, Past President

Diane Brooks, Past President

Wayne Dowers

Wayne Dowers

Sunny Kang

Sunny Kang

Lachlan J. MacQuarrie

Lachlan J. MacQuarrie

Laura Mirabella-Siddall

Laura Mirabella-Siddall

Dori Mould

Jasmine Samra

Jasmine Samra

Sarah Smith

Sarah Smith

Tom Stevens

Tom Stevens

Yorktown Family Services Management Team
Suzette Arruda-Santos, Executive Director
Hope Boulay, Director of Finance and Administration
Andrea Holmes, Director of Development
Sreeparna Das, Manager of Human Resources and Administrative Services

Yorktown Child and Family Centre

Yorktown Shelter for Women

David O’Brien, Director of Service

Fatima Valentim, Director

Karen Blake, Manager of Community-Based Violence

Karen Blake, Manager of Community-Based Violence

Prevention Program

Prevention

Sari Burkes, Manager,

Gabbey Dessye, Manager of Client Services

Prevention and Quality Improvement

Celestina Medina, Payroll/Office Administrator

Neeli Grewal, Manager of Youth Development
Robyn Howlett, Team Lead,
Youth Outreach Worker Program
Jennifer Kirk, Manager of Clinical Services
Enayet Sarder, Payroll and Accounts Payable Administrator

2010 Eglinton Ave. W., Suite 300

2010 Eglinton Ave. W., Suite 300

Toronto, ON M6E 2K3

Toronto, ON M6E 2K3

Telephone: 416-394-2424

Telephone: 416-394-2950

Fax: 416-394-2689

Crisis Line: 416-394-2999

Email: info@yorktownfamilyservices.com

Fax: 416-394-2942

Charitable Business Number:

Email: info@yorktownfamilyservices.com
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